
Upholstery/Carpet Cleaner

Janitorial Carts/Wringer Trolleys

Microfiber Mops/Clothes



FLOOR SCRUBBER DRIER
WALK-BEHIND ELECTRIC/BATTERY OPERATED

Cleanaut-7 is a compact floor scrubber suitable to work in high 

congested areas like Small Shops, Offices, Kitchens, Schools, 

Hospitals, Bars, Gyms, Restaurants, OT, ICU etc. Maintenance 

cleaning of limited-size areas (up to 1015 m2).

CLEANAUT-7

Cleanaut-13 floor scubbber suitable to work in congested areas 

like Small Shops, offices, Kitchens, Schools, Hospitals, Bars, 

Gyms, Restaurants. Maintenance cleaning of limited-size areas 

(up to 1260 m2).

CLEANAUT-13

Cleanaut-50 is a very compact scrubbing machine suitable for 

cleaning of Hospitals, Hotels, Railway Stations, Airport, Industrial 

Plants, Malls etc. Maintenance Cleaning of limited-size areas (up 

to 2000 m2).

Cleanaut-35 floor scubbber suitable to work in congested areas like

wellness centers and medical environments in general, Gyms, Retail 

outlets, Car shops, Hospital, Hotel, Restaurants, Railways, Airport

etc. Maintenance cleaning of limited-size areas (up to 1500 m2).

CLEANAUT-50
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CLEANAUT-35



RIDE ON

FLOOR SCRUBBER DRIER

Torofo-280 Suitable for maintenance and deep cleaning of  
medium and large areas (up to 7,000 m2). More than 170 kg of  
constant pressure on the brushes.

TOROFO-280

Torofo-75 Designed for the maintenance and deep cleaning of 
large areas (up to 3200 sqm.) with a very important advantage of 
reduction of cleaning cost | Very compact size and great 
maneuverability like walk behind models | 32 kgs. of constant 
pressure on the brushes.

TOROFO-75

TOROFO-7

Torofo-110 Capable to work for the maintenance and deep  
cleaning of large areas (up to 3,700 m2) with a very important  
advantage of reduction of cleaning cost | More than 50 kgs of  
constant pressure on the brushes.
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Torofo-140 Suitable for maintenance and deep cleaning of  
medium and large areas (up to 4,500 m2) with a considerable  
reduction of cleaning costs | Torofo-140 has been designed to  
resist extreme stresses | The frame is made of steel with a  
thickness profile varying from 5 to 12 mm, protected with a high  
resistance corrosion-proof paint.

Torofo-200 Suitable for maintenance and deep cleaning of  
medium and large areas (up to 6,000 m2) | More than 120 kg of  
constant pressure on the brushes |   Thanks to the optimal weight  
distribution and use of strong oil-proof polyurethane wheels, the  
drive is perfect in all working conditions | Torofo -200 is easy to  
use thanks to the simple and user friendly controls.
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TOROFO-110

TOROFO-140

TOROFO-200



FLOOR SWEEPER
WALK-BEHIND MANUAL/BATTERY OPERATED

Swiflon - M Ideal for small & medium surfaces | Easy handling | Wide  

collector tank with safety | lock Side brush lifting| Adustable  working 

load on the brush | Main Brush pressure regulation.

SWIFLON-M

Swiflon - B Industrial battery-powered sweeper for the quick,  quiet 

and cordless intermediate cleaning of all surfaces, indoor  and 

outdoor | Ideal for entryways of all kinds, Hallways,  Staircases, 

Driveways, Warehouse and Office areas, Airports and  Train stations.

Swiflon - 45 Ideal for medium & large surfaces | Large filter surface  

with option of Electric / Manual filter shaker | Side brush raising  

control Suction switch o ff| Flap Raise System | Long Life Elastic  

Belt | Heavy duty steel.

SWIFLON-45

Swiflon - 60 Ideal for medium & large surfaces | Large filter surface  

with electric filter Shaker | Side brush raising control Suction  

selection lever | Traction lever| Long Life Elastic Belt | Heavy duty  

steel Wide collector Tank
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SWIFLON-60

SWIFLON-B



FLOOR SWEEPER
RIDE ON

Swiflon Ride - 55 Ideal for large surfaces | Large filter surface  

distributed on five cartridge filter fitted with electric filter shaker |  

Side brush raising control Quick changing of the main brush &  side 

brush without tool | Indirect back collection

Swiflon Ride - 62 Ideal for large surfaces | Large filter surface  

distributed on six cartridge filter fitted with electric filter shaker |  3 

Side brush raising control | Complete right /leftside brush | Front  

Dust sytem |Adustable Seat

SWIFLON RIDE 62

Swiflon Ride - 115 Ideal for large surfaces | Large filter surface  

distributed on six cartridge filter fitted with electric filter shaker

| 3 Liftflap Pedal | Complete right /leftside brush | Flashing Light  

Shock proof steel frame

SWIFLON RIDE 115

SWIFLON RIDE 55
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WET & DRY VACUUM CLEANERS

Cleangen - 130P Double stage motor | Suction system with by-pass  

cooling. Stainless steel tank. Accessory storage facility | Blowing 

function.  Power cable holder | 4 pivoting wheels | Metal closing hooks.

Metal extension pipes | Power cable 7 m | Flex hose 2 m..

CLEANGEN - 130P

Cleangen-260 2 silenced two stage motor |  Suction system with  

by-pass cooling | S/S tank | Professional closing hooks | Static  

electric shock inhibitor | Flex hose 4 m | Metal extension pipe |  

Shock proof trolley | Liquid float valve | Cloth filter | 5 m power  

cable | Accessories Ø 40

Cleangen-380 3 silenced two stage motor |  Suction system with  

by-pass cooling | S/S tank | Professional closing hooks Static  

electric shock inhibitor | Flex hose 4 m Metal extension pipe |  

Shock proof trolley | Liquid float valve | Cloth filter | 5 m power

| cable Accessories Ø 40

CLEANGEN -380

Cleangen Swim Clean Designed for the Convenient Cleaning of  

Swimming Pools |  Removal of Dirt such as Sludge, Plant Remains,  

Algae and Leaves | Can also alternatively be used as a wet-dry  

extractor | The Vacuum Cleaner is Equipped with a very high-

performance 1600 watt motor which enables efficient working.

Back Pack Vaccum Equipped with heavy vacuum motor, |  Full set  

of accessories | Comfortable shoulder support & light weight ( 5  

kgs approx) |  Fonzo back Pack provides double benefit of utmost  

comfort with utmost cleaning.

BACK PACK VACCUM
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CLEANGEN - 260

CLEANGEN SWIM CLEAN



INDUSTRIAL VACUUM CLEANERS

Stregon 77 - 2 silenced two stage motor | Suction with by-pass  

cooling system | S/S tank | manual Professional filter shaker |  

Professional closing hooks | Static electric shock inhibitor |  

Settlement float valve | Cloth filter |

Integrated accessory storage facility.

STREGON -77

Stregon 80 - 1 IP 65 silenced single phase turbine motor |  

Settlement float valve | Washable filter S/S tank | Manual filter  

shaker | Professional closing hooks | Static electric shock inhibitor

| Non-overturning steel structure | Drain hose system | Epoxy  

varnishing | Steering wheels with brake.

Stregon 80 - 3 IP 65 silenced 3 phase turbine motor | Settlement  

float valve | Washable filter | S/S tank | Manual filter shaker |  

Professional closing hooks | Static electric shock inhibitor | Non-

overturning steel structure |  Drain hose system | Epoxy varnishing

| Steering wheels with brake | Air intake safety valves for turbine  

motor protection.

DRY SILENT VACUUM CLEANER

DVC 12 Silenced single stage motor (high efficiency) | HEPA filter |  

Integrated accessory holder | Shock and overturn proof design |  

Traceless wheels | Microfiber collector filter HEPA flow | Rotating  

ON/OFF switch | 12 Ltr plastic tank (PP) | High visibility power cable  

12 m.

DVC12
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STREGON 80 -1

STREGON 80 - 3



HIGH PRESSURE WASHERS

UPHOLSTERY/CARPET CLEANER

Sanilus-20 Silenced single stage motor | Suction system with by-

pass cooling |   20 Ltr plastic tank (PP) | Shock proof trolley | 

Liquid  float valve | 7,5 m power cable | Washable filter | Paper 
collector  filter | Accessories Ø 35.

SANILUS-20

Sanilus-Pro Spray-extraction cleaner with a separate anti- foaming 
tank | Designed for rug, carpet, and upholstery cleaning  in offices, 

clinics, cinemas and households, as well as car  upholstery | 
Thorough cleaning through the 4 bar spray pressure  and 230 mbar 
suction power | Spray and extraction functions are  separately 
operable |  Separate fresh and waste water tanks, each  containing 

6.5Ltr | Separate container for anti-foaming agent  Clear 
ergonomic nozzles.

SANILUS PRO

Povish-160 Induction motor powered | Three steel pistons,  
aluminium pump head with built-in by-pass valve Automatic stop  
system |   Hose reel | Built-in detergent tank for direct suction | 

Trolley  with ergonomic handle granting excellent mobility Accessory  
storage facility.

POVISH-150 PRO

Povish-150 PRO Three ceramic coated pistons | Brass linear pump  
head with built-in by-pass valve |  Suction and delivery S.S. valves |  

Integrated detergent suction with external suction probe |  

Pressure regulator | Glycerine pressure gauge | Accessory holder |  

Ergonomic handle.
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POVISH-160



Slenox 1600 P Professional single disc machinel | Sturdy,  
manageable, practical and simple to use |    Ergonomic handle 
with  integrated safety controls |   Powerful and noiseless motor.

SLENOX 1600 P

Slenox-1200 Super high power air cooled motor |  Double capacitor  
allow a safer operation | Strong power output Multiple function  
such as carpet cleaning, wax removing, low speed polishing, floor  
crystal effect treatment and renewing.

SLENOX 1200

Slenox- Burnisher Beautiful appearance | Flexible operation  
designed for all kinds of stone polishing |  Rotating speed is 1500  
rpm | The motor is totally enclosed | Waxing, Polishing & mirror  
like finish performance.

SLENOX 1300 P

Slenox-1300-P Professional robust scrubbers | Easy to handle,  
practical and simple to use | Ergonomic handle with commands |  
Powerful and silent motor Suited to meet all cleaning needs  
Rehabilitation and treatment of marble, granite, wood and carpet  
etc.

Slenox 1800 Super high power air cooled motor |   Double 
capacitor  allow a safer operation | Strong power output | Multiple 
function  such as carpet cleaning, wax removing, low speed 
polishingloor  crystal effect treatment and rene wing.
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SLENOX 1800

SLENOX- BURNISHER

SINGLE DISC MACHINE



STEAM CLEANER

Clivor Pro Steam gun with low tension control | S/S AISI 304 body |
3.3 KW Boiler S/S AISI 304 | Low level water indicator lamp | Boiler  

is refilled continuously | Device for using chemicals and  detergents 

mixed with steam | Heating and activation time  required 7 min | 

Steam regulation | Discharge valve | Pressure  gauge.

Clivor Provac Stainless steel body AISI 304 | Ready steam warning  

lamp | Boiler 3KW S/S AISI 304 | low level water indicator lamp  

Boiler is refilled continuously | Switch for using chemicals and  

detergents mixed with steam | Device for cleaning hot water  

mixed with steam | Washable filter | Flex hose 4m | Recovery tank  

capacity 64 Ltr | Drain hose system | Steam regulation | Wheels  

suitable for use in food processing area.
CLIVOR PROVAC

CLIVOR MAGIC

Foam Generator Produces rich foam for multi functions. It reduces  

moisture permeability and ensures the carpet/upholstery is dry  

much faster than conventional detergent water. Cleaning is  superior 

and faster.

FOAM GENERATOR

Clivor Magic  Satured steam atLIVO4R Pbar1 at a temperature of 143°C |  

Boiler 2,3 kW | Heating and activation time required: 10 min |  

Pressure switch | Double thermostat | Cap with protection against  

anti-unscrewing and safety valve | Handy accessory compartment  

with electric cable holder | Control panel with lamps | Impact  

resistant covers |  Steam regulation | Thermometer

| Power cable 6 m.
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CLIVOR PRO



ESCALATOR CLEANING

Escalator Cleaning Unique product developed for purpose of  cleaning 

automatic stairs and escalator of all kinds. It moves in both  the 

directions and cleans the escalator while moving upwards

as well as while moving downward.

Clivor Provac FOAM Multipurpose machine | Cleaning with  

detergent, steam, steam with detergent | Equipped with a  

compressed air connection and pressure gauges for air and steam

| Hot air output blow function for quick drying of car interiors with  

a 2 m flexible hose Equipped with 3 pumps | boiler, detergent and  

water |  Discharge pipe to quickly drain dirty water from the tank.

CARPET BLOWER
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CARPET BLOWER

CARPET BLOWER 3 Speed operational blower is perfect solution for

quick drying of carpet, upholstery & hard floor. With double rear

strong telescopic handle & trolley wheels, it ensures easy handling and

maneuverability.

CLIVOR PROVAC FOAM

ESCALATOR CLEANING



BUCKETS & TROLLEY

HOUSEKEEPING TROLLEY

DOUBLE BUCKET 
WRINGER TROLLEY 30/50 ltr

SINGLE BUCKET  
WRINGER TROLLEY 30 ltr

SERVICE TROLLEY

HYGIENE TROLLEY
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LITO MICROFIBER MOP

ALUMINIUM HANDLE

MICROFIBER MOP REFILL MOP HOLDER

LITO MICROFIBER MOP SET
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HAND SCRUBBER & FLOOR SCRUBBER

PADS COTTON DUSTER

HAND SCRUBBER FLOOR SCRUBBER
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WINDOWCLEANING SYSTEM

COMBO TOOL

TELESCOPIC POLEWINDOW WASHER 35CM

WINDOW SQUEEZEE

SCRAPPER
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WINDOWCLEANING SYSTEM

MICROFIBER CLEANING CLOTH

MULTIPURPOSE  
CLEANING CLOTHES

GLASS CLEANING  

CLOTH

ANTIBACTERIAL MICROFIBER  
CLOTH

COBWEB CURVED BRUSH
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VELCRO MOP FOR DRY & DAMP MOPING

MICROFIBER VELCRO MOP 
REFILL

ALUMINIUM HANDLE VELCRO MOP SET

VELCRO MOP FRAME

ANTIBACTERIAL VELCRO  

MOP REFILL

DAMP MOP REFILL DAMP MOP FRAME
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MULTI PURPOSE CLEANING TOOLS

WOODEN SWEEPING BRUSH

SPRAY BOTTLE

SIGNAGE

CADDIE

SWEEPING BRUSH
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MULTI PURPOSE CLEANING TOOLS

DUST-PAN

COTTON WET MOP SET ACRYLIC DRY MOP SET

POLE HOLDER LITTER PICKER

FLOOR SQUEEZEE
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FONZO EQUIPMENT PVT. LTD.
Corp Offce : 3/8,third floor Asaf Ali 

Road, New Delhi.-110002 (India)

www.fonzo.in | customercare@fonzo.in
Ph. 011 - 49508914

Fact. Address: Plot No. K-32, Sec-2, Bawana
Industrial Area, Delhi-110039

- Branches -

WEST ZONE: Email- gujarat@groupvijay.in

Phone- 9374665839, 820078632

SOUTH ZONE: Email- chennai@fonzo.in,
hyderabad@groupvijay.in

Phone- 8448295704

EAST ZONE: Email- rakeshlulla@rediffmail.com 

Phone- 9830833564
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